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Theoretical search and selection criteria for putative fusion peptides of enveloped viruses are proposed. Arenavirus fusion peptides are predicted 
on the basis of computer-assisted analysis of amino acid sequences of arenavirus envelope proteins and elements of their secondary and tertiary 
structure. Accordingly, two regions of GP2 surface protein from 5 viruses of Arenaviridae family have been detected with properties typical of 
fusion peptides of other enveloped viruses. One region, named peptide IV, located at the N-terminus of the GP2 protein, is followed by the other 

region or peptide V, more likely candidate for the arenavirus fusion peptide. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The fusion of biological membranes, being a key 
process in the replication of enveloped viruses, has 
drawn attention from many investigators as the initial 
step of virus infections [l]. However, many molecular 
events of this fusion are yet poorly understood. Of 
special interest in this respect are the viral glycoprotein 
hydrophobic regions (named fusion peptides) which, 
owing to their properties, can interact with the cellular 
and probably with the viral membranes and cause their 
impairment [2,3]. Fusion peptides are highly conserved 
not only within one virus family but show homology 
with members of different virus families [4]. Since syn- 
thetic analogs of fusion peptides have been found to in- 
hibit virus replication in vitro [5], this approach may be 
a useful way for virus infection chemotherapy if the 
virus is not neutralized by antibodies to virus antigens. 

of GPC proteins was performed as described by Auperin and McCor- 
mick [l 11. Computer programs from the package ‘PC Gene’ were us- 
ed for analysis of the primary amino acid sequence and the secondary 
protein structure: NOVOTNY (12,131, SOAP [14,15], AASCALE 
[16], RAOARGOS [17], GARNIER [18]. Hydrophobic indexes were 
computed according to the SOAP program [14,15]. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1. Criteria for selection of putative fusion peptides 
of enveloped viruses 

A computer-assisted analysis of amino acid se- 
quences of precursor proteins of glycoproteins (GPC) 
from 5 Arenaviridae family viruses has been performed 
for the detection of the putative fusion peptide of these 
viruses, many of which are highly pathogenic for man. 

A data analysis of amino acid sequences and func- 
tional activities of fusion peptides of enveloped viruses 
allowed to determine the main physicochemical and 
topological parameters of fusion peptides: (i) the length 
of about 20 amino acid residues; (ii) the hydrophobic 
index 0.5 and higher up by the scale of Kyte and Doolit- 
tle [15]; (iii) the high degree of conservation within the 
family; (iv) location predominantly at the ‘ex- 
tracytoplasmic’ terminus of the envelope protein; (v) 
remoteness from potential glycosylation sites; (vi) the 
predominantly a-helical conformation; and (vii) loca- 
tion inside the protein globule or viral glycoprotein 
spikes. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
3.2. Search for putative fusion peptides of arena- 

viruses 
The published sequences of GPC proteins of the following 

arenaviruses were used for computer analysis: Lassa virus, LCM 
virus (ARM and WE strains), as well as Pichinde and Tacaribe 
viruses [6-lo]. The alignment of the deduced amino acid sequences 
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The amino acid sequences of GPl and GP2 glycopro- 
teins were analyzed. The distribution along the 
molecule of a-helical regions, &sheets, turns, charged 
amino acid residues, potential glycosylation sites, as 
well as a-helical regions buried within the protein 
globule was characterized. Hydropathic profiles of pro- 
teins were computed. Six long hydrophobic regions, 
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Fig. 1. Location of hydrophobic peptides on the GPC-map of Lassa 
virus. The cleavage site of GPC is indicated by a vertical bar. 

Potential sites of glycosylation are marked by dots. 

named peptides I-VI, were located on the linear GPC 
map of Lassa virus (Fig. 1): peptides I-III were in GPl 
and peptides IV-VI in GP2 glycoprotein. Peptide IV 
was located at the N-termini of GP2. This position is 
rather typical of fusion peptides of other virus families. 

3.3. Properties of the selected peptides 
As seen in Table I, the length of the peptides selected 

for analysis varies from 15 to 24 amino acid residues. 
Such length is typical of fusion peptides of other 
viruses. A similar conclusion may be drawn with regard 
to their hydrophobic indexes (0.450-0.581). However, 
such characteristics as conservation within the family, 
proximity to potential glycosylation sites, percentage of 
a-helix structures in the three selected peptides from 
GPl are far from conforming to requirements (see sec- 
tion 3.1), which makes their candidacy for arenaviral 
fusion peptides seem doubtful. 

The described peptide V of Lassa virus GP2 protein 
has a length of 24 amino acid residues, hydrophobic in- 
dex 0.554, and 75% of all residues in the a-helical con- 
formation (GARNIER program). The peptide is 
probably buried within the protein globule 
(RAOARGOS program, data not presented), though in 
the immediate proximity to the N-terminus of GP2. 

The second candidate for the fusion peptide, peptide 
IV, is located at the N-terminus of GP2 and consists of 
18 amino acid residues (Table I). It satisfies many re- 
quirements for these functional parts of viral proteins. 
In addition, the tripeptide Gly-X-Phe, found in peptide 
IV, was observed to be one of the frequent elements in 
the fusion peptides of enveloped virus proteins [4]. 

Thus, the computer-aided analysis of amino acid se- 
quences of arenaviral glycoproteins performed with the 
aid of the software package ‘PC Gene’ and on the basis 

Analysis of the peptides from protein GP2, accor- of summarised properties 

ding to the characteristics presented in Tables I and II 
as well as to the degree of remoteness from the protein 
surface (data not shown), has revealed two distinct 
structures, peptides IV and V. The latter has the max- 
imal degree of homology. Thus, a comparison of this 
peptide in Lassa and LCM viruses showed 23 out of 24 
amino acid residues to be identical or to possess con- 
served amino acid substitutions (Fig. 2). Moreover, a 
comparison of this peptide in two serologically dif- 
ferent arenaviruses, Tacaribe and LCM, demonstrated 
21 conserved or analogous amino acid residues (Fig. 2). 

of the other enveloped 

Table I 

Physicochemical properties of hydrophobic peptides of Lassa virus 

Peptide no. 
(see Fig. 1) 

Sequences, secondary structure’ and 
% aa residues in a-helix conformation 

Remoteness from Hydrophobic 
glycosylation index 

sitesb 

I LYDHALMSI I STFHLSI PNF 9; 25 0.581 
128-147 aa HHHHHHHHEEEEEEECCCTC 

40% 

II AGDAANHCGTVANGVLQTFM 6; 32 0.538 
173-192 aa TTHHHEEEEEEEEEEHEEEE 

174/o 

III FSRPSPI GYLGLLSQ 9; 9 0.522 
233-247 aa TTCCCTTEEEEEEEE 

IV 
258-275 aa 

LLGTFTWTLSDSEGKDTP _. 990 0.450 
TCEEEEECCTCTTTTCTT 

V GGYCLTRWMLI EAELKCFGNTAVA -; 66 0.554 
276-299aa TEEEEEHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH 

75% 

VI 
328-345 aa 

AEAQMS I QLI NKAVNALI 
HHHHHHHHHHE HHHE HHH 

a9070 

-; 20 0.575 

a H, n-helix; E, &sheet; T, turn; C, coil 
b The nearest sites of glycosylation are indicated as no. of amino acid residues towards the polypeptide 

N- and C-ends 

146 
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Table II 

Homology between hydrophobic peptides of arenavirus 
glycoproteins 

Peptide no. 
(see Fig. 1) 

Percentage of homologous residues 

Among all Among ‘Old Among ‘New 
arenaviruses World’ arena- World’ arena- 

viruses viruses 

I 5 65 
II 13 25 42 
III 6 25 31 
IV 50 72 56 
V 67 96 67 
VI 33 39 44 

According to the alignment of the deduced amino acid sequences of 
GPC proteins (Auperin and McCormick [ll]) the percentages of 
amino acid similarity (identity and position) between GP! and GP2 
proteins of Lassa, LCM, Tacaribe, and Pichinde viruses are about 

11% (GP!) and 36% (GP2) 

viruses revealed two peptides, IV and V, in the GP2 
glycoprotein (most conserved among arenavirus pro- 
teins [ 111) which may be arenaviral fusion peptides. 
Although we do not rule out that peptide IV might be 
involved in the fusion process, peptide V seems to be 
the most probable fusion peptide even though it is not 
located at the N-terminus of the protein. However, the 
internal protein regions of some proteins likewise ex- 
hibit fusion activity [4]. The hydrophobic peptide V in 
the GP2 polypeptide is followed by a highly charged 
region of the amino acid sequence; here the situation is 
similar to melittin, the bee venom peptide capable of 
lysing membranes. Melittin charges are assumed to in- 
teract with charged heads of phospholipids, stabilizing 
thereby the contact of the protein with the membrane 

WI. 
It is clear that the analysis of the protein sequences 

and extrapolation of the properties of known fusion 
peptides to analogues in other viruses need further ex- 
perimental verification. For this purpose peptide V was 
synthesized and tested in model experiments with lipid 
bilayers and liposomes. Results demonstrate an ability 
of this peptide not only to fuse liposomes (in assay of 
resonance energy transfer) and to form single ion chan- 
nels in planar lipid bilayers, but even to inhibit viral 
replication in cell culture in concentration 
lO-p-1O-5 M ( manuscript in preparation). Taken 
together, these data suggest that peptide V quite pro- 

Fig. 2. Amino acid sequence comparison of the predicted fusion 
peptide of arenaviruses. Identical amino acids are marked by 
asterisks, the positions with conserved amino acid substitutions are 

framed. 

bably may be a fusion peptide of arenaviruses, and 
GP2 their fusion protein. 
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